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Motivation

An algorithm for zero mean partition can be used to find the exact
value of each vertex. (Björklund and Vorobyov 2007)

I Mean payoff games have applications in online scheduling and
string comparison problems.

I Parity games can be reduced to mean payoff games.

I Model checking µ-calculus is polynomial time equivalent to
the problem of solving a parity game.

I The problem is in NP ∩ co-NP but no polynomial time
algorithm is known.
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must be improved.

We allow Max to break a negative cycle by moving to a sink vertex.
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Best Response

The best response to a Max strategy is an optimal counter
strategy for Min.

For a fixed Max strategy σ, the best response br(σ) satisfies:

Valσ,br(σ)(v) ≤ Valσ,τ (v)

for all v and τ .

Proposition (Björklund and Vorobyov 2007)

For every strategy σ the best response br(σ) can be computed in
polynomial time.
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I Works very well in practice.
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Let σ′ be σ with an optimal subset of profitable edges switched,
and χ be σ with some other subset switched. We have:
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Theorem (Schewe 2008)

An optimal subset of edges can be computed in polynomial time.
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Back Edges
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What happens when a profitable back
edge is switched?

First Max switches v , disconnecting the
subtree of v from the sink.

Then a new best response is computed:

I If the best response does not
reconnect a vertex then the
valuation must rise to ∞.

I If a vertex is reconnected, then it
will have a finite valuation.

The strategy is winning for the subgame
induced by the subtree of v.
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